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Reviewer #00041963 

1. In page 6; In last parag. "Conscious sedation may be used" should change to 
sedation may be need. 2.In page 10, In first parag, paper should change to study. In 
page 11; In last parag which sentences start with "?n two procedures.............the 
second session." should re-write. The meaning could not understant. In page 20; ?n last 
parag "none hadinfections symptoms" should change to none of pateints has infection 
symptoms. In page 21 Endoscopic dilatation section should omit. In discussion section 
?n page 21 the authors what mentined with "Adequately powered" In page 23, third 
parag. should re-write because many grammatical errors. 

Answer 

- We changed the text according our suggestions. We appreciated your comments. 

 

 

Reviewer #02729987 

This is a well-written and complete article concerning chronic radiation proctopathy 
(CRP), namely the endoscopic therapy. There are several points that shoud be 
considered: ? This article is more suitable for an endoscopic journal, like the World 
Journal of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy ? There are several others (many) reviews 
published recently about this topic, namely a very recent one: Grodsky MB, Sidani SM. 
Radiation proctopathy. Clin Colon Rectal Surg. 2015; 28:103-11. Is there any need for 
another review article? ? Endoscopic dilation chapter should be removed, this is not a 
therapy for CRP but for complications. 

Answer 

- The article’s theme was previously approved by the World Journal of Gastrointestinal 
Surgery’editor. Each review has a different point of view. Ëndoscopic dilation part was 
removed.  

- Thanks for your comments.  

 



Reviewer #02486710 

This is a well-written and complete article I do favor it to be accepted after revising the 
small grammatic errors with a native English speaker 

- A professional native English speaker revised the article.  Thanks.  

 

 

 


